



“Machines are becoming biological and the biological 
is becoming engineered.” 
Kevin R. Kelly
§  5.0 Current Developments and Trends of Bio-
inspired/Organic Architecture.
Starting an overall investigation by categorizing current bio-inspired architectural 
design developments into “Material”, “Morphological”, and “Behavioral” to explore a 
novel definition of the “New Generation Organic Architecture”.
At present, people are confronting the unprecedented unification of machine and 
biology which has been revealed by the means of advancing industrial processes 
towards the organic model. In his remarkable publication, “Out of Control: The New 
Biology of Machines, Social Systems, and the Economic World” (Kelly, 1995), Kevin 
Kelly makes an interesting observation that “Machines are becoming biological and the 































§  5.1 Morphological
§  5.1.1 Morphological Development 0



































§  5.1.2 Morphological Development I

































§  5.1.3 Morphological development II
= flourish developments amongst the young generation of architects implementing 






natural objects grow. “Code sequences generate ‘immaterial forms of intelligence…























































































§  5.2 Material



































































not operate within the realms of biological processes that are associated with living 








‘protocell architecture’ can be thought of as an alternative arrangement of terrestrial 
chemistry that ultimately results in a new living system that has been ‘midwifed’ 











































































modulations. “Contemporary architectural design is still characterized by a clear 
separation and hierarchical conception of the creation of form, space and structure and 
its subsequent preparation for materialization. In contrast, the approach presented 
here seeks to employ computational processes for a higher level of integration of 

































“Nature as model. Biomimicry is a new science that studies nature’s models and 

































§  5.3 Behavioral
§  5.3.1 More Than Form Finding
A swarm behavior should be more than just a trajectory of virtual agents meant for form 
















§  5.3.2 A Swarm of Smart Autonomous Entities
Swarm behavior, in the case of this research implies activation of agents to promote 
processes of self-organization and self-assembly driven by a set of collective principles 
followed by numerous smart autonomous entities.
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Control” has already stated that “these same principles of biologics are now being 





inspired architectural design. “When the Technology is enlivened by Biology we get 
artifacts that can adapt, learn, and evolve. When our technology adapts, learns, and 







§  5.4 From Static to Dynamic Optimization


















“Genetic algorithms initiate and maintain a population of computational individuals, 
each of which has a genotype and phenotype. Sexual reproduction is simulated by 
random	selection	of	two	individuals	to	produce	‘parents’	from	which	‘offspring’	are	
generated. By using crossover (random allocation of genes from the parents’ genotype) 
and	mutation,	varied	off	springs	are	generated	until	they	fill	the	population.	All	parents	
are discarded, and the process is iterated for as many generations as are required to 













































which regulates morphogenesis. In “Deleuze and the Use of the Genetic Algorithm in 
Architecture” (DeLanda, 2002), Manuel DeLanda pointed out a crucial issue pertaining 
to the role of an architect in algorithm-driven-design: “Thus, architects wishing to use 
this new (computational) tool must not only become hackers (so that they can create 
the code needed to bring extensive and intensive aspect together) but also be able ‘to 

















§  5.5 EVO-DEVO (Evolutionary Development Biology), the 
Inspiration of New Organic Bio-Architecture
EVO-DEVO (Evolutionary Development Biology), the hidden secret of morphogenesis and 




natural Morphogenesis. Genes, shall be studied and decoded to develop a novel 





















the publication, the “Endless Form Most Beautiful” by Sean B. Carroll, who is at the 
forefront of evolutionary development biology. The title, “Endless Form Most Beautiful” 









major and interrelated topics: “From Simple to Complex”, “Geometric Information 
Distribution” and “On/Off	Switch	&	Trigger”.














“from simple to complex”. The “complicated” and the “complex” have slightly different 
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interpretations here in that the complicated leans towards a confusing and puzzling 
situation where it is hard to find the solution while complex is more akin to a logical 
combination of simple elements. This “Simple to Complex” principle relates to Kas 
Oosterhuis’ “One Building One Detail” idea in architectural design; “…any building 
should have only one single parametric detail mapped on all surface, subject to a 
range of parameters that render the values of the parametric system unique in each 
local instance, thus creating a visual richness and a variety that is virtually unmatched 




















(Figure 5.6, middle up). Like an instruction, a “Fate Maps reveals that, at some point in 







































































of ultimate shape. “It is by ‘computing’ the inputs of multiple proteins that switches 
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